Danish Institute for Study Abroad (DIS) Articulation Agreements

Courses transfer to UC Berkeley and are approved to fulfill CED requirements, as noted below.

All students attending DIS program will ONLY be granted credit if and only if the student submits an official transcript from University of Minnesota.

**20th and 21st Century Danish Architecture**  Upper Division CED Outside Major for SED, US and LA majors

**Adaptation in Architecture Studio**  Upper Division CED Outside Major for SED, US and LA majors.

**Architectural Design Studio**  Upper Division CED Outside Major for SED, US and LA majors.

**Architectural Foundations Studio**  Upper Division CED Outside Major for SED, US and LA majors.

**Design and Society in Denmark**  Upper Division CED Outside Major for SED, Arch, US, and LA majors.

**Environmental Policy in Practice**  Similar to ESPM 102D. Counts as Upper Division Outside CED for US.

**European Urban Design Theories**  Upper Division CED Outside Major for SED, Arch, US and LA majors.

**European Urban Experience: Why Cities Matter**  Equivalent of CY PLAN 118AC for US; Upper Division CED Outside Major for SED, Arch and LA majors (not American Cultures).

**Getting There: Transportation in Europe**  Equivalent of CY PLAN 114 for US; Upper Division CED Outside Major for SED, Arch and LA majors.

**Interior Architecture Studio**  Upper Division CED Outside Major for SED, US and LA majors.

**Medical Ethics**  Philosophy and Values Breadth for all majors.

**Public Health Ethics**  Philosophy and Values Breadth for all majors.

**Sustainable by Design**  Upper Division CED Outside Major for SED, Arch, US and LA majors.
Urban Design Studio

Upper Division CED Outside Major for Arch (only if student documents s/he is taking the course as an “Urban Design Student”), SED, and LA majors. US majors may use this course in lieu of CP 116.

Participation in DIS also fulfills CED's International Studies breadth requirement.

*Courses not listed above may be evaluated towards CED requirements on a case-by-case basis.*
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